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Abstract 
In time-cost tradeoff problem, if the involved CPM super large-scale network is simplified, any correlative algorithm 
which used to resolve the problem is simplified too. According to the thought, firstly, speciality of free float and 
relation of free float and path length is analyzed, and some new conceptions and free float theorem are deduced. Then, 
algorithm of simplifying super large-scale network in time-cost tradeoff problem is worked out by using these 
conceptions and theorem, and validity of the algorithm is proved. Finally, application of the algorithm is discussed by 
illustration. Theoretic proof and illustration show that if the algorithm is used to simplify time-cost tradeoff problem, 
any correlative algorithm used to resolve the problem could be much simplified. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1.Introduction 
Through developing quackly more than ten years, modern project management not only becomes a new 
knowledge, but also has become a profession. According to the Project Management Body of Knowledge 
(PMBOK for short) which written by America Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMI for short), 
project management has been separated into nine domains. Thereinto, “project time management” and 
“project cost management” are two core domains[1]. Time-cost tradeoff problem[2-4] represents crossover of 
the two core domains, and it is applied very widely in practice.  
There are mainly two aspects about time-cost tradeoff problem: firstly, which activities’ durations need 
to be decreased; secondly, how many quantities of these activities’ durations need to be decreased. 
Agelong study has proved that using CPM network planing technology especially theory of float[5-14] to 
analyze time-cost tradeoff problem could solve above two aspects problems more intuitionisticly. At 
present, there are five conceptions of float, which named total float, free float, safety float, node float and 
interference float respectively in internation. but now common algorithms[15,16] are difficult to solve the 
problem, and have biggish computation, especially when face super large scale project. One very important 
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reason is that the whole project need to be considered object when using these algorithms. Generally 
speaking, peaple are mainly intersted to simplification of algorithm, by improving and designing algorithm 
to try to decrease difficult of solving problem. Although the approach is feasible, it is hard to avoid biggish 
difficulty, and limited algorithms could be accomplished by using the approach.       
Now we could try to consider from other angle. Under many conditions, all involved objects need not 
to be considered, therefore, if object which might be considered in problem could be simplified, and some 
parts which need not to be considered are deleted, then the problem could be solved more simple by using 
any algorithms, and difficulty could be decreased. For example, for above time-cost tradeoff problem, if 
we want to decrease total duration of project by 5 days, we only need to decrease lengths of longer paths to 
95 days which are bigger than 95 days in correlative network. If we could compose a sub-network with 
these path whose lengths are bigger than 95 days, then it is equivalent to decrease total duration of the sub-
network and original complicated network. Decrease total duration of the sub-network is more simple 
assuredly than decrease total float of original complicated network by using any algorithms. But find out 
path with certain length is very difficult in complicated network. Domestic and overseas scholars have 
designed many algorithms to simplify complicated network equivalently, but nearly all these algorithms 
have biggish complexity[17], or lack theory evidence[17,18], etc. 
In this paper, according to the idea that simplify object of problem is equivalent to simplify any 
algorithms to solve the problem, through studying inherent rule of CPM network planning, properties of 
activity’s free float and relation between free float and path’s length, we deduce free float theorem. On the 
basis of the theory, for realizing purposes of simplifying object of problem and all correlative algorithms, 
we design algorithm to simplify super large-scale network equivalently in time-cost tradeoff problem, and 
don’t affect the final result. 
2.Conception and Theorem 
2.1.Correlative Conception 
Total float   
The total float of activity 	 
,i j  which marked as ijTF  is defined as:
ij ij ij ij ij
j i ij
TF LS ES LF EF
LT ET T
   
  
                  (1) 
The total float denotes the time an activity can be delayed without causing a delay in the project. 
Free float    
The free float of activity 	 
,i j  which marked as ijFF  is computed as:
ij jr ij j i ijFF ES EF ET ET T                (2) 
The free float denotes the time an activity can be delayed without affecting its immediate successor 
activities. 
Similarly, the free float of any path N  which marked as FFN  is computed as: 
	 
,
ij
i j
FF FFN
N
                           (3) 
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The path safety float FFN  represents the sum of free float of all activities which are on any path N  in 
AoA representation network. 
Critical path   
the critical path is the longest path in CPM network which marked as N . Activity and node on the 
path are named critical activity and activity node respectively, 
Fore main chain   
The fore main chain of node 	 
i  or activity 	 
,i j  which marked as *iN or  *ijN represents part of a path 
which starts from start node 	 
1  to any node 	 
i  composed of activities whose free floats are zero. 
Host activity, assistant activity and fundus activity   
If 0ijFF  , activity 
	 ,u v  on fore main chain of the activity 	 
,i j  or node 	 
j  is named host activity 
of the activity 	 
,i j  or node 	 
j . immediate predecessor activity 
	 *, it u N  of node 	 
u  is named 
assistant activity of activity 	 
,i j  or node 	 
u . And activity 	 
,i j  is named fundus activity of its host 
activity and assistant activity. If 0ijFF  , and 	 
j  is critical node, then activity 	 
,i j  is named assistant 
activity of network‘s terminal node 	 
n .
Eigenvalue of activity 
The conception mainly contains three aspect: 
(1) Eigenvalue which marked as 
	 ,nD r s  of assistant activity 
	 ,r s  of terminal node 	 
n  is defined 
as free float rsFF  of the activity 
	 ,r s , viz. 

	 ,n rsD r s FF                              (4) 
(2) Eigenvalue which marked as 	 
,rD t u  of assistant activity 
	 ,r s  of any non-terminal node 	 
r  is 
defined as sum of free float tuFF  and eigenvalue 
	 ,rD r s  of fundus activity 
	 ,r s  of activity 
	 ,t u , viz. 

	 
	, ,r tu rD t u FF D r s                    (5) 
(3) Eigenvalue which marked as 
	 ,rD u v  of host activity 
	 ,u v  of any node 	 
r  is defined as infinite, 
viz.  

	 *, ru v N , 
	 ,rD u v d                        (6) 
2.2.Free Float Theorem 
Free float theorem  Margin of length of critical path N  minus length of any path N  is equal to 
sum of free floats of activities on the path N , viz.    
	 
 	 
FF L LN N N                          (7) 
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Proof Suppose any path marked as  
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
1 a b e f n"N l l l l l l
thereinto node 	 
1  is start node and node 	 
n  is terminal node. According to conception of path free float 
and formula (2),  
	 
 	 

	 

	 

1
1 1
1 1
a ab bc ef fn
a a b a ab
n f fn
n a ab bc fn
FF FF FF FF FF FF
ET ET T ET ET T
ET ET T
ET ET T T T T
"
"
"
N      
     
   
      
In CPM network, 1 0ET   and 	 
nET L N , then length of the path N  is 
	 
 1a ab bc de ef fnL T T T T T T"N       
therefore 
	 
 	 
FF L LN N N 
Formula (7) is correct. 
3.Simplification of Super Large-Scale Network in Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem 
3.1 Discription of Algorithm 
For time-cost tradeoff problem, if we want to decrease tutal duration T to T% , we only need to 
decrease length of paths which are longer than T T%  in CPM network. If simplifying original 
complicated network to sub-network composed by paths whose lengths are bigger than T T% , then 
decrease total duration of the sub-network is equivalent to decrease total duration of original network. 
Therefore, Simplification of super large scale network in time-cost tradeoff problem is to delete path 
whose lengths are smaller than or equal to T T%  as more as possible. The process of simplification is 
discript as follows ( k8  represents muster): 
Step 1  Find out critical path N , and find out assistant activity 	 
,i j  of terminal node 	 
n , and then 
compute eigenvalue 
	 ,nD i j  as follows: 

	 ,n ijD i j FF
Step 2  Make 	 
 	 
k n , and compare 
	 ,kD i j  and T% .
(1) If 
	 ,kD i j T% , put 
	 ,kD i j  into k8 ;
(2) If 
	 ,kD i j Tp% , delete activity 
	 ,i j .
Step 3  Check up. 
(1) If k G8  , stop; 
(2) If k G8 v , turn to step 4. 
Step 4  Find out the minimal value 
	 0 ,rD u v  in k8 , and delete the value, and then find out fore main 
chain
0
*
uN  of node 	 
0u , viz. find out activities without free floats from predecessor activities of node 
	 
0u .
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Step 5  Find out each assistant activity 
	 , ie u  of node 	 
0u  from predecessor activities of node 	 
iu ,
0,1,2 ,i n" , and compute its eigenvalue as follows: 
	 
 
	
0 0
, ,
iu i eu r
D e u FF D u v 
Then make 	 
 	 
0k u , substitute 
	 ,kD i j  by 
	0 ,u iD e u , and turn to step 2. 
3.2.Analysis on Correctness of Algorithm 
y Correctness of step 4 could be proved by the conception of fore main chain. 
y Correctness of step 1 and 5 could be proved by the conception of eigenvalue. 
y In step 2-(2), now we prove that if deleting activity 	 
,i j , lengths of disappeared paths are all 
smaller than or equal to T T% .
1) According to conception,  

	 
	 1 1, ,k ij kD i j FF D u v 
thereinto 
	 1 1,u v  is fundus activity of activity 
	 ,i j ; in the same way, 

	 
	
1 11 1 2 2
, ,k u v kD u v FF D u v 
thereinto 
	 2 2,u v  is fundus activity of activity 
	 1 1,u v ; … ; until to 
	 , nk n kvD k v FF , thereinto node 
	 
nv  is critical node, then  

	
1 1
,
nk ij u v kv
D i j FF FF FF"                                                        (8) 
Suppose 
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 

1 1
2 2 1
1
      
      
n
i
n
n n v n
i j u v
u v u
v k v
"
" "
"
N N
N



 l
  l l l l
l l l l l
l l l l 
thereinto, for activities which locate between node 	 
i  and 	 
nv  but don’t be list in formula of N ,
according to conception of host activity, they locate on fore main chains respectively and their free floats 
are all zero. Then we could deduce  
1 1 1 1n n nij u v u v kv
FF FF FF FF FF"N      
According to above formula, 
	 
,kFF D i jN                                                                        (9) 
According to step 2-(2), 

	 ,kD i j Tp%
then according to free float theorem, the difference of paths’s length is 
	 
 	 
L L FFNN N  
For 	 
T L N , then 
	 
 	 
 	 
,kL L FF T D i j T TNN N    b %
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If deleting 
	 ,i j , for path N  passes activity 
	 ,i j , then path N  disappears at the same time.  
2) Suppose any paths which pass activity 
	 ,i j  are  
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 

1 1
1
1 2 2
1 1
2 2
1
       
       
       
1
        
        
t
t
m
m
m
m
u s u
s i j e
f e f e
f w
i j e f
e f e
f w
" "
" "
" "
"
"
" "
"
N
N
a  l l l l l
l l l l l l
l l l l l l
l l l
aa  l l l l l
l l l l l
l l l
therefore, free floats of activities 
	 ,r re f  and 
	 ,p pu s  is nonzero, 1,2, ,r n" , 1, 2, ,p t" , and free 
floats of other activities are all zero. 
It is obvious that FF FFN Na aa , and according to free float theorem, the paths’ lengths satisfy with 
N Na aa                                                                     (10) 
It is similarly with N  that 

	 
	

	

	
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1
2 2
, ,
,
,
m m
m
m m
m m m m
e ij e
ij e f e
ij e f e f w m m
ij e f e f e f
D i j FF D e f
FF FF D e f
FF FF FF D e f
FF FF FF FF
FF
""
"
"
N
 
 
aa
 
  
    
    

viz.        
	 
,
me
FF D i jNaa                                                            (11) 
i) If 	 
 	 
, ,
me k
D i j D i jp , then FF FFNNaa  . According to free float theorem, then 	 
 	 
L LN Naa b .
ii) If 	 
 	 
, ,
me k
D i j D i j , according to formula (10), 	 
1 1,meD e f , 	 
2 2,meD e f ,…, 	 
1 ,m mD e f  are all 
smaller than 	 
,
me
D i j , therefore  
	 
 	 

	 
 	 

	 
 	 

1 1
2 2
, ,
, ,
, ,
m
m
e k
e k
n m m k
D e f D i j
D e f D i j
D e f D i j
""



                                                     (12) 
For 	 
 	 
, ,n m m kD e f D i j , 	 
,kD i j T% , then 	 
,n m mD e f T% . According to step 1 and 2,  
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, kn m mD e f 8
a) If 	 
,n m mD e f  dosen’t be chosen all along in process of choosing the minimal value 	 
0,rD u v  in 
step 4, thus it dosen’t be deleted all along and is still in k8 . Then in this choosing, for 
	 
 	 
, ,n m m kD e f D i j , 	 
,n m mD e f  should be chosen to replace 	 
,kD x y , which is dissociable.  
b) If 	 
,n m mD e f  being chosen in process of choosing the minimal value 	 
0,rD u v  in step 4, 
according to formula (12),  
	 
 	 
1 1, ,me m m kD e f D i j T   %
According to step 5 and 2-(1), 	 
1 1,m
k
e m mD e f  8 , then 	 
 	 
1 1, ,me m m kD e f D i j   . Therefore, 
according to step 5, 	 
1 1,me m mD e f   should be chosen to replace 	 
,kD x y , which is also dissociable. 
Similarly, If 	 
1 1,me m mD e f   is chosen, according to formula (11), 
	 
 	 
2 2, ,me m m kD e f D i j T   %
According to step 2-(1), 	 
2 2,m
k
e m mD e f  8 , but 	 
 	 
2 2, ,me m m kD e f D i j   , and according to step 5, 
choosing 	 
,kD x y  is also dissociable. 
Deducing in turn similarly, untill 	 
 	 
, ,
me k
D i j D i j , and choosing 	 
,kD x y  is still dissociable. 
From above analysis, 	 
 	 
, ,
me k
D i j D i j  is not correct, therefore 	 
 	 
, ,
me k
D i j D i jp .
Then according to conclusion which proved in i), N Naa b . N Na aa  has been proved, therefore 
N Na  .
For randomicity of Na , N  is the longest path which pass activity 
	 ,i j . If deleting 
	 ,i j , the  lengths 
of disappeared paths are all no longer than N . And for 	 
L T TN b % , the  lengths of disappeared paths 
are all not bigger than T T% , therefore step 2-(2) is correct. 
(4) The algorithm is to reserve all paths whose lengths are bigger than T T% .
According to formula (9),  
	 
,kFF D i jN 
If 
	 ,kD i j T% , then FF TN % . According to free float theorem,  
	 
 	 
L L FFNN N  
And for 	 
L TN  , then 	 
L T FF T TNN    % . in step 2-(1), if 
	 ,kD i j T% , then reserve the 
value in k8 , which means the paths longer than T T%  are reserved. 
Therefore, according to step 2-(2), if 
	 ,kD i j Tp% , delete paths whose lengths are smaller than or 
equal to T T% . According to step 2-(1), if 
	 ,kD i j T% , put 	 
,kD i j  into k8 , then reserve all paths 
whose lengths are bigger than T T% . Acording to step 4, delete one 	 
,kD i j  from k8  every time. 
According to step 3-(2), if k G8 v , the process need continue, and delete all paths whose lengths are 
smaller than or equal to T T%  by using step 2-(2). And according to step 3-(1), if k G8  , the process 
shoule stop. Therefore, by the process of simplifying, the paths whose lengths being smaller than or equal 
to T T%  are deleted as more as possible, and the network is simplified to the simplest sub-network 
equivalently. 
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4.Illustration 
The CPM network planning of one project engineering could be showed as Figure 1. If we want to 
decrease total duration of the project by 30 days, try to simplify the network to the samlpest sub-network 
for solving the time-cost tradeoff problem equivalently. 
Step 1  Find out critical path N ,
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

1 4 10 16 21
        26 31 36 37
N  l l l l
l l l l
Step 2  According to formula (2), for immediate predecessor activities of critical nodes, 
35,37 3 30FF   , 20,26 15 30FF  
eigenvalues of other immediate predecessor activities of critical nodes are all bigger than or equal to 30. 
Delete these activities except activits 	 
20,26  and 	 
35,37 , and delete activities which don’t connect 
other activities. Put 35,37 3FF   and 20,26 15FF   into 
378 , and get Figure 2. 
Step 3  Choose minmal eigenvalue 
	37 35,37 3D   from 378 .
Step 4  Make activity 
	35,37  as fundus activity, and find out its fore main chain *35N ,
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 

	 
 	 
 	 

*
35 1 4 10 16 21
        26 31 35
N  l l l l
l l l
Free float of each activity on *35N  is zero.  
Step 5  For immediate predecessor activities of nodes on *35N , according to formula (2)
29,35 45 30FF   , 30,35 35 30FF  
Delete the two activities, and delete activities which don’t connect other activities, then get Figure 3. 
Step 6  Choose the rest activity 
	20,26  of 378  as new fundus activity, then 
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
*20 1 5 9 14 20N  l l l l 
For 3,9 40 30FF   , 4,9 30FF  , 8,14 70 30FF   , 10,14 40 30FF   , 15,20 30FF  , 16,20 30FF  , then 
delete these activities, and get Figure 4. 
Figure 1. CPM network planning 
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Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
Figure 4. 
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Step 7  Here 378  , then stop. Figure 4 is the simplest equivalent sub-network of original network. 
It is equivalent to decrease total duration by 30 days in Figure 1 and Figure 4, but it is obvious that 
Figure 4 is more simple than Figure 1. 
5.Conclusion 
In this paper, according to the idea that simplify object of problem is equivalent to simplify any 
algorithms to solve the problem, problem of how to simplify super large-scale network to simple sub-
network equivalently in time-cost tradeoff problem is analyzed mostly, which for realizing the purpose of 
any algorithms could be simpified to solve time-cost tradeoff problem, and final result would not be 
affected.   
In the paper, firstly, the properties of free float are analyzed, the relations between free float of 
activity and length of path are found out, the free float theorem is deduced, and then the algorithm is 
designed to simplify super large-scale network when solving time-cost tradeoff problem by using the 
theory. The algorithm is simply and applied, and realizes the effect of simplifying object of problem and 
all correlative algorithms, which could decrease computation of solving time-cost tradeoff problem.   
Free float theorem is important basic theory to study and apply CPM network planning, and help to 
study inherent rule of CPM network and properties of float more deeply. As direction of studying in future, 
we will develop the theory continuely, open out inherent rule of CPM network, analyze and solve more 
correlative problems by combining these theories with practices. 
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